The method of determining elastic moduli from qP phase slownesses using multi-o set VSP, is extended to include a medium with an orthorhombic symmetry of unknown horizontal rotation. The basis for this is an approximation of the qP phase slowness equation for a dilute crack fracture set embedded in a TIV background of arbitrary strength. Inspection of this approximate equation suggests that a practical strategy for fracture evaluation should involve separate TIV inversions for each line azimuth, and then a combination of the estimated moduli. Three shot lines appear adequate for the approach, although optimum accuracy is achieved with four at 45 degrees apart.
INTRODUCTION
Walkaway VSP can be used to describe the qPphase slowness surface for a localized region around the receiver array Gaiser 1990 . The method relies upon independent estimation of the vertical s 3 and horizontal s h = p s 2 1 + s 2 2 phase slownesses from the spatial gradient of the travel-times across both the receiver tool and the array of source points respectively. The functional relationship between s 3 and s h can then be used to invert for the density-weighted sti nesses, c ij = velocity 2 .
The technique has been successfully applied over the years to the TIV case. The adaptation to an orthorhombic symmetry, created by v ertical fracturing of a TIV rock w as considered by Miller and Spencer 1994 . They outlined a scheme that relied upon a known or pre-determined horizontal orientation for the fracture strike. The contribution of this present study is to relax the requirement for knowledge of the fracture strike prior to acquisition.
The new method described here is based upon a rst order approximation for the fracturerelated terms in the phase slowness relation for an orthorhombic medium. This approximation is justi ed as most sedimentary rocks contain only a weak concentration of cracks fractures. However, as the TIV background created by depositional sequences or intrinsic fabric as in shales is generally quite signi cant, the TIV background must be considered of arbitrary strength. In this respect, the current w ork di ers from previous work which treated a weak TIV background MacBeth 1998. The density-weighted sti nesses a ij , given to rst order in the perturbation arising from vertical cracks fractures striking along the x 2 axis can be written in a generic form derived from both Hudson 1986 and Hood and Schoenberg 1989 qP PHASE SLOWNESS APPROXIMATION which is the original TIV equation, but with the perturbations absorbed into the azimuthally dependent constants. As further con rmation of this result, it should be noted that the numerical study of Miller and Spencer 1994 found that a TIV equation could in fact be t to each v ertical plane of observations in orthorhombic media. The case of non-zero e n , but vanishing e t , can betreated similarly. It is found that the major azimuthal variation is embedded in c 11 and c 13 , 11 It should also be noted that there exists a straightforward generalization to three arbitrary lines. This latter acquisition is accurate provided line azimuths lie between 30 and 60 degrees apart.
After estimating the fracture strike, e t and the background value for c 44 may be recovered. It should be noted that a similar strategy cannot be followed for c 0 11 as the sin 2 2 term displays a more rapid azimuthal variation, and the sti ness also includes an inter-mixing of e t and e n terms. However, e n can be recovered from the estimates of c 0 13 using similar formulae to the above. It should also be noted that due to the inherent insensitivity of the TIV solution to c 44 , this particular sti ness is not generally well-determined. This indicates that c 13 must remain the only parameter for fracture strike estimation using qP waves. It may t h us only be possible to use the qP-waves to estimate the fracture strike and the normal fracture index e n .
CONCLUSIONS
The present w ork has extended the method of Miller and Spencer 1994 to weak fracture-related orthorhombic media of any horizontal rotation. The proposed technique provides a way of determining fracture strike from phase slowness estimates derived from walk-away VSPs employing three or four lines.
